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Alyx? Alyx are you there? Oh Thank God.
Our story picks up moments after Alyx’s capture by Seamus’ team and the objective remains clear - find Andrew Ryan’s suitcase before the
Combine get their hands on whatever technology lies inside; however, the rules have changed. The Combine have not yet cleared Rapture
of its former citizen - so Splicers are still lurking around every corner. You will fight your way through Rapture with the help of some old
friends and you will meet new foes along the way.
Return to Rapture Chapter One was a labor of love - but Chapter Two promise to be bigger in every way. It all starts with a much larger
development team, a robust story and an all new enemy and AI system that allows for new weapons, enemies and real Plasmids. There are
24 levels with over 15 hours of gameplay (for those who barrel through) and even more for those that take the time to explore all that Rapture has to offer. The engine has been reworked to provide a completely new AI system, built from scratch that will offer a more immersive
experience than HLA itself. New systems include dismemberment, enemy self healing at health stations, new enemy classes including
Thuggish Splicers, Houdini Splicers, Nitro Splicers, Frosty Splicers, Electro Splicers, Big Daddy’s, and reworked Combine soldiers. Combine enemies have been rebuilt to have breakable helmets, new custom body armor, variations and custom classes.
Are you ready to Evolve Today? Your return to rapture will now feature the opportunity to collect ADAM to purchase Plasmid Upgrades including: Electrobolt, Incinerate!, Insect Swarm, Winter Blast, Target Dummy, TimeWarp, Sonic Boom and Enrage. You can collect ADAM
by finding it hidden in the world or by defeating Big Daddy’s and making choices to Save or Harvest Little Sisters.
The weapon system has been rebuilt as well to accommodate several new weapons including a Thompson Sub Machine Gun and Broadsider
Pistol that can become part of your standard arsenal. Other one-shot pickup weapons include pump shotguns, grenade launchers, revolver
pistols and more.
Those that take the time to explore Rapture’s depths will find a rich new story with 1000’s of lines of new dialogue through Audio Diaries,
Public Address Systems, and NPC Friends and Foes alike. Players will be immersed in a sprawling custom soundtrack written and produced by the internal team of Patient 8 Games.
We are excited to welcome your RETURN TO RAPTURE...

WATCH THE DEV TEAM INTERVIEW VIDEO BY SCANNING.
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G A M E P L A Y F U N DA M E NT A L S

CO N T R O L S
Return to Rapture uses the same control setup as the original Half Life Alyx (HLA) campaign with a few added features. The plasmid menu is
accessed by pressing the Action/Grenade button (X) and the Left Grip at the same time. To fire a plasmid, an enemy must first be highlighted and
in-range then simply pull the left trigger to fire. All motion based actions like reloading, inserting into inventory and adding to inventory are all the
same as HLA; however, money has replaced resin and can be stored in the backpack along with ammo. One-Shot weapons will lock to the player
hand and can be dropped by pressing the Action/Grenade button (X) when held in the left hand and the (A) button when held in the right hand. .
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Don’t Forget to Stop and Smell the Roses!
This game is best played with continuous movement but any motion type will work. Distance grabbing is enabled
for most objects but a few select items like ADAM slug will require physical grabbing and cannot be accessed from
a distance. Please ensure you have adequate game play area for the best overall experience.

EXPLO R IN G R A P TUR E
Return to Rapture Chapter Two provides a one-of-a-kind opportunity to explore Rapture as never seen before. Your adventure through
Rapture will be filled with combat but it is imperative that you take the time to explore and understand the events that are unfolding because places may feel familiar but this is a new story...Alyx’s story. One thing hasn’t changed though, Rapture is a big place with
lots of hiding places where the former citizens stashed away their belongings hoping to retrieve them some day. Every container, trunk,
pneumo, desk, cabinet, or wall panel has potential for revealing treasures from money to ammo and beyond. Don’t forget to check the
pockets of those with departed souls as well.
Story elements are conveyed in a number of ways as well - there are radio transmissions, announcements over the PA system, notes and
clipboards to be found throughout the city as well as any number of audio diaries. Many game progression clues are found in notes
and audio diaries so be on the lookout as door keypads won’t work until you discover the codes in many cases. Similar to the original
games, keycodes will be remembered for you once you find them, so just approach the lock and look directly at it to reveal the code hint.
Money is the new resin in this continuation. Vending machines like the Circus of Values and El Ammo Bandito cost $5 per item - to use
a vending machine, simply pull a coin out of your backpack and insert into a coin slot. 1 Rapture Coin = $5 Paper Dollars. When you
don’t have quite enough money to make a $5 coin, you will pull out single bills which will not be enough to make a purchase - so “Come
back when you have some money buddy!”

V E NDING M AC HINE S
CIRCUS OF VALUES

EL AMMO BANDITO

Satisfy your cravings with the Circus of
Values vending machine! These vending
machines are conveniently located in various
alcoves and shopping centers through
Rapture and offer various selections of goods
including EVE, Health, Honey, Explosives,
and other supplies. All items cost $5, so come
back when you have some money buddy.

Take charge of your surroundings by visiting
the El Ammo Bandito vending machine.
Ammo Bandito machines offer all types
of ammo including Pistol Clips, Shotgun
Shells, Machine Gun Drums and Broadsider
magazines. All items cost $5 per transaction.

GENE BANK

HEALTH STATION

Gene Banks provide the opportunity to
completely refill your health with tonics
found lying around. Just insert the tonic jug,
press the button and inject.

Health stations, while no longer functional,
can be found in abundance throughout
Rapture and contain left over supplies.
Destroying a health station will result in it
dropping those left over supplies and prevent
enemies from recharging at that station.

BOT SHUTDOWN

RAPTURE NEWS

Quiet those pesky Security Bots - just
approach and pull the handle to attempt
to disarm all bots in the area. Due to the
unreliable nature of the communication
systems, not all attempts will yield positive
results.

Find out the good news at any Rapture
Tribune newspaper vending machine. While
the news presses have stopped printing
new papers, many old papers can be found
waiting to be read inside of newspaper
vending machines along with various other
surprises. Get your news fix today for only
$5 per machine.

Money is the new resin.

1 Coin = $5
1 Dollar Bill = $1
You can store money in your backpack - when near a vending
machine, just reach back and the Alyx will automatically pull out a
coin. Your cash count will be displayed on your glove.

U-INVENT
Why buy when you can craft what you need by turning junk into treasure! U-Invent machines can turn a
variety of random objects into usable items such as ammo, tools or explosives. Mix and match items to make
different things. Each invention requires 2 junk items.
To use, open the hatch on the front and insert one junk item at a time - the item will turn blue and be accepted
into the machine. Close the hatch when ready and pull the lever on the right side. The machine will begin to
turn and process the junk - when complete, just open the hatch to retrive your new item.

GATHERER’S GARDEN
Evolve Today - Genetic Modifications in a flash! Turn unused Adam into new abilities including: Incinerate!,
Electro Bolt, Sonic Boom, Target Dummy, Winter Blast, Insect Swarm, Time Warp and Enrage. Each plasmid
infusion only costs 100 Adam. Simply collect the required amount of Adam and turn the dispenser handle to
collect your new plasmid and then inject.

SE RV IC E REC E PTAC L E S
KEYCARD READER

PNEUMO

Step right up! Present your keycard or ticket
for entry into doors protected by the Keycard
reader terminal.

Sent in a flash. The Pneumo lines can send
and receive items quickly to almost any
section of Rapture. Be sure to open the hatch
to check for any left over goods.

EXPL O R IN G R A P TUR E

GE NE RA L IT E M S
POWER CELL

AUDIO DIARY

A new invention from McClendon Robotics
- the all in one Power Cell that harnesses
the energy of Electrobolt and can be used to
power doors and other standalone devices now 100% Fume Free!

Codes, secrets, stories and more - the voices of
Rapture’s citizens stored on tape - waiting for
you to discover their riches. Just pick up to
activate.

EVE

HEALTH SYRINGE

Top up your Plasmid powers with a hit of
EVE. Available to purchase in any Circus of
Values vending machine. To use, just insert
the needle into your wrist or body and pull
the grip button to inject.

Health regeneration at your fingertips! Insert
the needle into your hand, wrist or body and
press the plunger to get a health boost. Health
Syringes can be found by destroying health
stations - or if you’re lucky, citizens of Rapture
may have stashed some away in drawers,
cabinets, boxes or other hiding spots.

ADAM SLUGS
Sashimi anyone? ADAM slugs have been
harvested from the ocean depths and hidden
away - just eat the raw slug to consume the
ADAM. Each Slug will provide +10 ADAM.

EXPL O R IN G R A P TUR E

W E A PO NS
Your arsenal is your choice - now with more weapon choices. Alongside Alyx’s traditional Pistol and Shotgun weapons, your standard weapons loadout can be outfitted to include the new Thompson SMG and the Broadsider Pistol. Many one-shot weapons can be picked up around
Rapture to add some temporary but strong fire power. To add one of the eligible standard weapons to your arsenal, just pick up the weapon
with your dominant hand and it will automatically be selectable from the weapons menu by pressing down on the dominant hand thumbstick.
One Shot weapons can be fired from either hand, so double weilding is possible. To drop a one-shot weapon, just press the Action (X) button
on the held hand.

PE RM A NE NT L OA DO UT W E A PO NS
THOMPSON SMG
Need power from a distance? Then look no further than
the Thompson Submachine Gun. The SMG can hold 30
rounds per reload and offers the fastest reload time of
any weapon (Just drop the old canister and insert the new
and you are ready to go).
The Thompson SMG can be upgraded to include a laser
sight.

BROADSIDER PISTOL (STANDARD)
Classic lines and reliable fire power, the Broadsider
pistol ensures that you have the chance to win any fire
fight. Using the tried and true method of static sights just line your target and watch as the enemies drop.

BROADSIDER PISTOL (NIGTMARE EDITION)
For the brave only. The Nightmare Edition Broadsider
pistol is only available as a gift for facing your fears and
making good choices. The body features a custom gold
filligree design with glowing accents and additional fire
power. You faced your fears, now become the nightmare.

POW E R T O T HE PE OPL E
WEAPON UPGRADES

Rapture wouldn’t be Rapture without the ability for citizens to upgarde their armaments. Power to the People machines provide free weapon
upgrades - but finding them won’t always be easy. Upgrades do not have to be installed in any particular order, but if you miss an upgrade it is
gone forever. To install an upgrade, just smash the box and it will automatically be installed on the proper weapon.

Just Smash and Go! Upgrades will install automatically.

T E M PO RA RY (O NE-SHOT) W E A PO NS
HAND CANNON
A staple throughout Rapture for personal security, the
hand cannon can be dual wielded for a boost to your
fire power. As with all temporary weaponry, the hand
cannon cannot be reloaded, so just toss it away (X
button) when empty.

GRENADE LAUNCHER
For maximum effect - grab the Grenade Launcher to
cause devastating damage to your enemies. Just be sure
not to stand too close to the resulting explosion.

DOUBLE BARREL SHOTGUN
2 Shots of blow them out of their shoes power - the
double barrel shotgun packs a strong punch, but use it
wisely as they are rare.

PUMP SHOTGUN
A double-handed weapon for ultimate impact. You
can work the pump with one hand and the trigger with
the other - or pump it and go free-style shooting onehanded. The pump shotgun provides a moderate amount
of damage in each shot.

EXPL O R IN G R A P TUR E

CARBINE
Out of ammo? Grab a left over carbine from weapon
stashes all over war-torn areas. The carbine might just
save the day.

CHEMICAL THROWER
For close encounters, burn your enemies to a crisp with
the chemical thrower. This one-shot weapon provides a
big swath of damage but has a short lifespan.

CROSSBOW
The crossbow is a tried and true weapon for mid-range
combat that may require a bit of stealth - and of course,
a steady hand.

EXPL O R IN G R A P TUR E

“We all make choices, but
in the end
our choices make us.”
- ANDREW RYAN

A M MO
PISTOL CLIP
The pistol clip provides 10 .45 Auto rounds to Alyx’s
standard pistol. To use, eject the current clip and then
insert into the clip chamber in the handle. Be sure to
rack the slide to chamber the first round.
Pistol ammo can be found in boxes or as single clips.

THOMPSON SMG DRUM
The Thompson SMG Ammo is provided in a circular
drum - and includes 30 rounds. To use, insert the drum
into the open slot toward the middle of the gun and it will
lock into place.

SHOTGUN SHELLS
Shotgun Shells are readily available throughout Rapture
in boxes and can also be found as single shells. To insert,
open the chamber and insert. Be sure to rack the slide if
reloading from empty.

BROADSIDER CLIP
The Broadsider takes small clips with 10 rounds. To
use, eject the current clip and then insert into the clip
chamber. Be sure to rack the pistol to ready for fire.

EXPL O R IN G R A P TUR E

OFFICIAL GAME GUIDE
We hope you have enjoyed this preview of the Official Return To Rapture Chapter Two Game Guide. Stay on the lookout for the full version
coming soon to patient8games.com. The full version will include a step-by-step walkthrough for all sections of the game as well as plenty of
hints and tips to find all of the secrets hidden in this version of Rapture.
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